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Agenda
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▪ Rate Increase History

▪ Rate Expectations for 2019

▪ Discussion of Market Stabilization

Proposals



MD Individual Market  – Rate Increase History

3 * Estimated.

▪ 2007 - 2012 consistent, but double digit, increases

▪ 2013 - 2015 low rate increases and decreases

o Expectation that ACA provisions would help mitigate cost

of care

o Carriers generally looking to hold onto existing members

or grow

o 2014 rate increase difficult to asses due to changes in

benefits and plan design. The net premium pmpm change

was < 0%

o 2015 reflects optimistic assumptions combined with desire

to grow membership

▪ Early risk adjustment estimates were available in time for 

2016 rating, but thought to be unreliable. In hindsight, 2016 

increase should have been higher

▪ 2017 and 2018 were “premium correction” years with the 

expectation that 2019 would approximate trend (<10%)

Average 

Increase

2007 12%

2008 12%

2009 13%

2010 14%

2011 12%

2012 10%

2013 4%

2014* -1%

2015 -12%

2016 10%

2017 27%

2018 36%



MD Individual Market – 2019 Rate Increase Estimates
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2019 rate increase expected to be 30-40%, possibly higher

Drivers:

▪ Non-enforcement of the Individual Mandate

o Those going uninsured most likely to be healthier than average

o As healthy members go uninsured, per member cost of remaining members

increases

▪ Continued migration of “healthy” members to Kaiser while “unhealthy”

members remain with CareFirst

o High market rate increases translates into higher risk adjustment payments

made by Kaiser.

o CareFirst pays higher per capita claims costs. Higher risk adjustment

payment received (from Kaiser) likely not enough to offset higher claims cost



State-Based Individual Mandate
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▪ Purpose is to encourage people to purchase coverage, and
continue to purchase coverage

o Larger pools = greater stability

▪ Easily understood by consumers

▪ Should contain meaningful penalties:

o State-taxed % of income or equivalent to cost of the lowest-cost 
ACA plan

o Prohibition on claiming personal deductions on state taxes 
(Massachusetts)

o Creation of new Special Enrollment Period (SEP) during tax filing 
season for consumers who would otherwise remit penalty 
payments to state

▪ Kaiser supports a State-Based Individual Mandate



State-Based Reinsurance Program
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▪ Reduces rate volatility in the Individual pool by reducing the
amount of premium needed to pay for high claims

▪ Encourages issuers to participate (or remain) in the Individual market

▪ Program could operate similar to ACATransitional Reinsurance 
program

o Carriers have experience and infrastructure in place

o Expected program costs and parameters determined by neutral third
party

▪ Needs predictable, stable funding source over the long term

o Broad-based tax or assessment inclusive of self-funded plans and
third party administrators

o Strong Individual Mandate minimizes penalties as funding source

▪ Kaiser supports a State-Based Reinsurance Program and using the 

federal Health Insurance Tax (HIT) as a short-term funding source



High Risk Pool
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▪ Historically, individuals with certain conditions would be ceded into a
separate pool with separate plan offerings

▪ Pre ACA, high risk pools excluded pre-existing conditions and 
imposed lifetime and annual limits

▪ In theory, the cost of the pool would be offset by state funding

▪ In reality, state funding proved inadequate and produced
unintended consequences: unaffordable premiums, enrollment
caps, waiting lists, large numbers of very sick in the ER

o According to Kaiser Family Foundation, 2011 net losses in 35 state 
high risk pools were over $1.2 billion, or $5,510 per enrollee

o In Wisconsin, a “successful” high risk pool covered 20,000 but left 
half million uninsured

▪ Kaiser does not support a High Risk Pool



Combine Individual & Small Group into Single Pool
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▪ All else being equal (ie. no medical underwriting, same age, etc.) the cost
of covering an average “Individual enrollee” is typically higher than the
cost of covering an average “Small Group enrollee”

▪ Setting rates based on a combined risk pool increases rates for Small
Group employers but does little to address increasing Individual rates 

▪ Based on Kaiser’s 2018 filing data:

o If the pools had been entirely combined (ie. same rate for same product for same age)

Individual rates would have been ~10% lower and Small Group rates would have been

~30% higher

o If only the medical experience was combined, but risk adjustment, administrative

costs, and broker commissions remained separate, Individual rates would have

been < 0.5% lower and Small Group rates would been ~5% higher

▪ Combined pools discourages SG carriers from participating in Individual

▪ Kaiser does not support a single pool for Individual and Small Group



Premium Subsidies
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▪ The ACA premium subsidy structure appears to be working

▪ Additional state premium subsidies could be made available to 
those currently ineligible (ie. those at higher income levels)

▪ Would encourage individuals to remain in pool vs. going uninsured

▪ Would need stable and predictable funding source

▪ May not be feasible to fund both a Reinsurance program and a Premium 
Subsidy program

▪ Determining who would be eligible for how much, and modeling 
expected financial impacts could be tricky

▪ Kaiser could support Premium Subsidies if stable funding source 
can be found



Basic Health Plan Option
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▪ Covers those <200% of FPL who do not qualify for Medicaid

▪ Federal government would cover 95% of the funding an
individual would have received in the Individual pool although
this is not a guarantee

▪ State would fund remaining 5%....or more if Feds pay < 95%

o For the NYS Basic Health Plan, in the FY 2015-16, Feds paid 
92%/NY paid 8%. For FY 2016-17, Feds paid 85%/NY paid 
15%

▪ Removes members from the Individual pool which
increases volatility

▪ Kaiser does not support the Basic Health Plan Option



Thank you
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